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With the rise and rapid development of Chinese on a global scale, the research
perspective of teaching Chinese as a second language is refining and deepening. As an
important part of Chinese learning, vocabulary is not only the requirement of
language learning and cross-cultural communication, but also the major part of
teaching listening, speaking, reading and writing for the teachers. Mono polysemy
morpheme could be used alone as words in ancient Chinese, but with the tendency of
Chinese dual tone change and the economy principle of language, these morphemes
are gradually turning to be an important component in word formation, the meanings
of the words which are around the morpheme show a tendency of diversification.From
the current academic research, the explanation of morpheme and words and
enumerated and surface analysis, internal semantic contact is explained through
extension means such as metaphor and metonymy, but researching morpheme
meanings and word formation classification from the perspective of culture is rare.
Therefore this thesis selects the polysemy morpheme”heart” and puts the meaning
under the perspective of culture and analyze the cultural reasons, classifies the
meanings of the words composed by the morpheme, then put forward the teaching
strategy on this basis and the teaching design combined with specific textbook and
words.
This thesis will prove the opinions from four main parts:
PartI, this part illustrates the objectives of study, the range of study, the
significance of study, the theories and methods, the current research status and data
source for the study.
PartII, this part mainly discuss the meanings of “heart” classification under the
cultural perspective. First summarize the original meaning and polysemy, emphasize
three meanings of “heart”: the physical heart, the heart of the space, the heart of














literature interpretation of the classification of culture.
PartIII, on the basis of morpheme meanings classification in the second part,
classifying the word formation form the form and content: according to the “heart”and
other morphemes was divided into four parts: the joint, the relationship,the statement,
and the governs.
PartIV, combining the classification mentioned above the prototype theory of
cognitive psychology and association, put forward the vocabulary teaching ideas of
“heart” in the process of teaching Chinese as a second language: establishing the
prototype and space association and mental association, and put forward the teaching
design combined with specific textbook and vocabulary.
The study contributes to organize the internal semantic of the words formed by
“heart”, encourage the systematic concept in vocabulary learning and provide a
reference for the study and research of the words formed by the same morpheme. In
addition, putting the research of morpheme and meaning in the cultural perspective
provides deeper explanations for the meanings of the words which facilitates the
students to have a better understanding of the words and Chinese traditional culture
and cultivate Chinese thinking mode on a basis of consolidating old words, mastering
new words and enlarging the vocabulary effectively, then promoting the fusion of
language teaching and culture teaching in teaching Chinese as a second language.
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